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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview of the Project 

As part of the National Railway Museum’s aspirational Vision 2025 strategy to become the World’s Railway 

Museum, the iconic railway workshop at the York site is to become an interactive Wonderlab: an ‘engineering 

adventure playground’ with the purpose of encouraging the inquisitive engineering mindset in 7-14 year olds. 

 

An intrinsic part of the National Railway Museum’s Vision 2025 goals is that it will be open to, and for, all, and this 

includes both visitors and staff with varying impairments and additional requirements. This report focuses 

specifically on the Wonderlab project, but CCD is working as the programme-wide Access Consultant and will 

therefore be able to provide the Wonderlab design team with the relevant guidance and documentation to ensure 

a seamless, inclusive journey for visitors and staff, whether they are interacting with exhibits in the Wonderlab, or 

engaging with content elsewhere within the museum. 

  

1.2 Purpose of the Report 

This report contains an initial review of the proposed exhibits to appear in the Wonderlab at the National Railway 

Museum, and provides general guidance regarding disabled visitors with differing impairments, through the lens 

of access and inclusion.  General area features that also require accessibility consideration, such as lighting and 

seating, for example, are also covered in section 4 of this document. 

 

The report is restricted to the Wonderlab area, and is written with the understanding that this project is currently 

at RIBA Stage 3, and therefore in a constant state of development.  

 

1.3 Standard and Legislation Considerations 

In the creation of this report, the following Standards and vital access and inclusion legislations have been 

considered: 

 

• The Equality Act, 2010 

• Approved Document M: Access to and use of Buildings, Volume 2: Buildings other than Dwellings (2015 

edition) 

• BS 8300-1:2018 Design of an Accessible and Inclusive Built Environment. Part 1: External Environment – 

Code of Practice 

• BS 8300-1:2018 Design of an Accessible and Inclusive Built Environment. Part 2: Buildings – Code of Practice 

 

It is important to note that, as access and inclusion expectations and legislation are in a constant state of 

progression, the needs of both visitors and staff with additional requirements must be focused on at every given 

opportunity throughout the duration of each stage of this project. 
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2 General Accessibility Guidance 

2.1 For Briefs and Commissioned Designers 

When considering disability, it is usual to think of wheelchair users and the requirement for physical accessibility. 

It is estimated that 1 in 5 people are disabled in the UK, however, only 8% of those disabled people are wheelchair 

users, and there is therefore a need for the Wonderlab site to cater for those with sensory impairments, such as 

blind or partially sighted visitors or D/deaf visitors, as well as neurodivergent individuals, and those with hidden 

impairments.  

 

It is vital that the scope of disabled visitors that need to be catered for at Wonderlab is reflected within the exhibit 

briefs, so that the design of each exhibit does not focus solely on physical access and engagement.  A 

recommendation for the phrasing to be used in the briefs is as follows: 'Accessibility and inclusion elements must 

be considered, not just for wheelchair users, but also for those with visual impairments, D/deaf visitors, those with 

cognitive impairments, and neurodivergent visitors. It may also be beneficial to remember that parents or family 

members may also be disabled, and need to help their child interact with the exhibit(s).' 

 

Families with disabled members are often the most loyal of visitors (passport/season ticket holders), who will 

return again and again if they have had a positive experience. They now know what to expect, are aware that 

exhibits and galleries will not change too regularly, and will be prepared to travel from afar, or come on holiday to 

the area in order to attend. And, they'll tell their networks! Exhibit designers who win Wonderlab work should be 

reminded that good, universal design is therefore vital - not just to be ethical or kind, but also to promote a 

profitable business model for the National Railway Museum. 

 

There are likely to be times throughout the design process where the access needs of visitors with differing 

impairments are conflicting, and one design solution (and therefore access need) must be prioritised over another 

to support health and safety issues, cleaning issues, the minimising of risk, or to simply ensure the enjoyment and 

positive experience of most visitors rather than a few. This can often feel uncomfortable for designers, but those 

commissioned should be encouraged to raise any concerns regarding design or access need conflicts and CCD 

will be more than happy to discuss and support, where appropriate. 

 

2.2 For Blind and Partially Sighted Visitors 

Consideration of surface finishes, manifestation marks, colour contrasting and LRV points is vital to ensuring that 

visitors with a visual impairment have a positive experience at Wonderlab. Surface finishes that include pattern or 

reflection should be avoided, and features such as walls, doors and floors should usually contrast with their 

surroundings by a minimum of 30 LRV points. The LRV points difference between the orange and green in the 

Wonderlab logo, and the logo surroundings, should also be considered. Further information is available in Section 

4 of this document. 

 

To encourage use of, and engagement with, Wonderlab exhibits by visually impaired visitors, exhibits should 

promote good colour contrast, both with their external surroundings, and within their own internal features, 

details, and parts. Aspirationally, colour contrasting parts within exhibits could also promote scientific storytelling, 

and enable blind and partially sighted visitors to gain knowledge that they otherwise might have missed, whilst 

simultaneously having fun. 

 

Appropriate lighting levels are also vital to ensure ease of navigation, interaction and engagement for blind and 

partially sighted visitors. General areas should be lit to a minimum of 100lux at floor level, and worksurfaces 

should be lit to a minimum of 200lux. Further information is available in Section 4 of this document. 

 

Exhibit content and instructions should be available in large print and audio description should be available to 

blind or partially sighted visitors from Explainers or specialised apps at Wonderlab. Where possible, specific audio 

description tours or shows should be inclusively advertised on Wonderlab platforms.  

 

Braille and/or embossed lettering should also be considered for signage and instructions, as should objects that 

are tactile and interesting to touch, as well as a tactile map for visually impaired visitors to familiarise themselves 

with the Wonderlab and exhibits layout before entering. However, we are aware that COVID and cleaning 

restrictions may limit the latter. 
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Whilst tactile flooring is not widely used in public spaces, there may be an aspirational way to aid wayfinding for 

visually impaired visitors by installing tactile signposting on the Wonderlab floor. This could also fit in with the 

engineering and workshop aesthetic, whilst having an inclusive purpose.  

 

Provisions for assistance dogs should be inclusively signposted at the Museum and Wonderlab entrances, and on 

wayfinding throughout. 

 

2.3 For D/deaf Visitors 

D/deaf and hard of hearing visitors to Wonderlab, and the National Railway Museum in general, are likely to 

require content in a differing format in order to be able to access it effectively. Therefore, it is important that any 

video content with sound is subtitled (InVision as an addition to this would be ideal), and that written information, 

such as a transcript, is provided in conjunction with any audio information. Many D/deaf visitors will have a lower 

reading age due to a lack of appropriately inclusive education when younger, so easy-read instructions in bullet 

point format may be particularly helpful. British Sign Language tours should also be regularly available and 

inclusively advertised on Wonderlab platforms. 

 

Certain equipment will need to be available in the Wonderlab setting for use by D/deaf and hard of hearing 

visitors. For example, induction loops need to be signposted, where present, and tested regularly to ensure they 

are in order. Any alarm systems must also have visual indicators, and appropriate illumination will be required for 

lip reading throughout the Wonderlab site, particularly in darker areas. 

 

It is important to recognise that, although many D/deaf and hard of hearing visitors will wear hearing aids or 

cochlear implants, not all will, and some visitors may remove theirs if the general background noise in Wonderlab 

is posing more of a hinderance than a help. Therefore, non-verbal cues from staff members are likely to be relied 

on to a greater extent, and staff should be aware that gesturing can be very helpful, as can positioning oneself in 

an appropriate place for visitors to be able to lipread. 

 

D/deaf visitors may also be less confident in darker spaces due to often relying on their vision for information and 

cues. Due to their impairment, they may also be more likely to lose balance in the Human Air Tunnel exhibit. Staff 

should be made aware of this and the ability to control the air pressure should be well signposted to all visitors. 

 

2.4 For Visitors with Mobility Impairments 

For visitors with physical access requirements, step-free access is of paramount importance throughout 

Wonderlab, as is inclusively designed seating that is available at every 50m throughout the area. Further 

information on recommended seat heights and features is available in Section 4 of this document.  

 

Viewing ability and reach ranges around exhibits must also be considered in order to ensure that wheelchair users 

and those of shorter stature can reach controls and engage with the exhibits, but also effectively be able to watch 

others explore and create. Section 4 of this document also provides recommendations around table heights and 

optimal viewing heights. 

 

The spatial design of, and distance between, exhibits must also be considered. A measurement of 1500mm 

provides adequate space for wheelchair users to turn, and this should be available between exhibits. The 

signposting to, and ease of access to an accessible toilet or changing places from the Wonderlab is also vital, even 

on crowded days. 

 

It would be useful to have further information, when available, on the proposed use of, and design around, the 

existing pits and tracks within the Wonderlab, in order to assess what impact this is going to have on the 

experience of visitors with mobility and visual impairments. 

 

2.5 For Visitors with Sensory or Cognitive Impairments 

Prior to their visit to Wonderlab, some visitors may wish to find out more about certain exhibits so that they are 

able to prepare themselves for particular experiences, or know which exhibits to use and avoid based on their 

personal requirements and preferences. It is therefore recommended that a guide to the Wonderlab, detailing 
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these features and factors, is available on the National Railway Museum’s website, and at the museum and 

Wonderlab reception areas. In this way, visitors will be given the autonomy to make their own decisions, and risks 

will be minimised. It may also be particularly useful to provide sensory kits for visitors either at the Wonderlab 

reception desk, or in the Museum shop. These may include, but not be limited to: ear defenders, a sunflower 

lanyard and an object to help with focus and familiarity in moments of overstimulation. 

 

Consideration of the layout of certain Wonderlab exhibits may be of particular benefit to some neurodivergent 

visitors, or those with cognitive impairments. For example, the ability to sit and focus with a generally quieter 

activity such as the Maths Puzzles or KAPLA may have a positive impact for visitors who are at risk of 

overstimulation. Provisions should also be available, and signposted within the Wonderlab, for a more purposeful 

quiet area or sensory room in the National Railway Museum as a whole. 

 

Where exhibits are to be noisy, or provide different levels of lighting to the norm, this should be signposted at the 

exhibit, and these features should be able to be controlled for events such as autism friendly hours, or similar. 

Easy read or simplified instructions to encourage involvement at, and understanding of, each exhibit should be 

considered, with pictograms proving particularly helpful for some. 

 

2.6 Social Factors for Consideration 

Whilst the built environment and physical access and inclusion within Wonderlab is vital, social access surrounding 

visitors with additional requirements, and a positive mentality and perception encompassing disability in general, 

is also of paramount importance, but more regularly forgotten.  

 

Wonderlab staff should be adequately and effectively trained in communicating with Deaf and disabled visitors, 

encouraging interactive involvement, guiding visually impaired users, and using the correct language and 

terminology. Explainers are a huge part of whole Wonderlab experience, and can absolutely add inclusive 

elements to the experiences of disabled visitors. Explainers at similar science museums have small, simple 

communication tools added to their lanyards, such as Makaton signs, and it is recommended that Explainers also 

signal that additional help and assistance is available to visitors, whether this be via wearing a particular badge 

that signals that they have a certain level of BSL knowledge, or a particular lanyard if they have had autism 

awareness training. Subtle, simple signs that could be hugely beneficial and reassuring to some visitors, and staff 

should also be reminded that visitors may be using signs and symbols of their own to communicate their 

requirements, such as the sunflower lanyard or the Just Can’t Wait toilet card. 

 

The Wonderlab exhibits themselves should be considered as inclusive tools for disabled people. The language and 

terminology used in content should be correct, and ideally adverts and brochures about the Wonderlab should 

also include images that represent the diverse community that is welcome to visit and engage with it. Many 

disabled people have a huge fear of using the rail network due to changing transport schedules, a lack of 

accessibility at certain stations, and the need to depend on unfamiliar people and processes for assistance. It 

would be both aspirational and hugely beneficial if some of the Wonderlab exhibits could also have a secondary 

purpose: to build comfort and confidence in the rail network for disabled visitors. 

 

The Wonderlab is also going to be used for events, such as adult late-night openings and corporate events. It is 

vital that, even in different configurations or with flexibility of space and lighting, that the Wonderlab site can be 

one that ensures access and inclusion at all times. 
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3 Exhibit Reviews 

3.1 STEM Bar 

o Written in the brief: Must be fully accessible for a wheelchair using Explainer. Clear sightlines for all 

visitors –location of screen with overhead camera should support visitors with additional needs. PA and 

speaker system must be controllable by Explainer so they can adapt to needs of their audience. Induction 

loop and amplification. 

o Additional thoughts: A 1500mm turning circle should be provided for wheelchair using Explainers, and 

the STEM bar should be able to have dual height, or height adjustable, desks for demonstrations. This 

would also allow a staff member of shorter stature to work the STEM bar.  

o The appropriate table height for wheelchair using member of staff, in line with BS 8300-2, would be 

760mm from floor level, with a minimum of 700mm height knee recess, and a 400mm minimum knee 

recess depth. 

o Importance of audio description of the experiments from staff for those who are visually impaired. 

Colour contrast of bar and equipment used must be considered to enhance ability to identify 

components and their relationship to one another. 

o Any visuals will need to be subtitled for Deaf/hard of hearing visitors. Again, important to be able to view 

staff to allow for lip reading. All relates to spatial and structural considerations of the exhibit. 

 

3.2 Interactive Power Sculpture 

o Written in the brief: The sculpture must be accessible for all-it should be interactive from all angles, and 

anyone with a mobile disability must have equal opportunity to engage. 

o Additional thoughts: The sculpture will be powered by Energy Floor. This will be particularly beneficial 

to many disabled visitors, as those with very limited dexterity who can interact with Energy Floor can 

therefore interact with this exhibit. 

o Clear pathways needed to and through structure, in terms of both height and width. In line with BS8300, 

1800mm width would allow two wheelchair users to pass one another. 

o Instruction of how to power the exhibit, and an understanding of how this relates to the Energy Floor 

must be clear and obvious to visitors, and displayed in numerous forms, including large print, easy read, 

icons, as well as audio and visual cues. Video instruction or information must be subtitled, and ideally 

also include BSL invision. 

o The height and/or levels of the sculpture must be accessible to those who are wheelchair users or of 

shorter stature. Even if the sculpture is built not to be touched, it should be able to be inclusively seen by 

all. 

o The result/impact the Energy Floor has on the sculpture should show visually with bold, high colour 

contrasting elements, as well as tactile, vibrating and/or audio elements. Audio elements must be able to 

be turned off. 

 

3.3 Floating in Copper 

o Written in the brief: People in wheelchairs must have good sightlines to see the ferrofluid and use the 

magnet to interact with the exhibit. A subtle magnetic sensory effect can be felt when the magnetic 

floats. We would like to explore whether this could be accentuated or accompanied by auditory feedback 

to support enhanced engagement for visitors with visual impairments. To support the delivery of 

neurodiversity sessions it must be possible to deactivate any audible pay off. 

o Additional thoughts: In terms of accessibility, there should be more than one way to interact with this 

exhibit; auditory feedback may be great for visually impaired visitors, but obvious visual cues also vital for 

Deaf/hard of hearing visitors. A larger, contrasting magnet may be beneficial, alongside a way to magnify 

certain elements from different viewing angles. 

o Reach may be a factor here, in addition to sightlines. Table height and viewing levels information 

provided in Section 4 of this document may be beneficial to designers. 

o Colour contrast will also be a factor here, as copper may be difficult to identify for some. The exhibit 

should stand against contrasting background and include an obvious colour of magnet (e.g. copper 

against dark background with bright/bold magnet will aid identification and interaction). 

o Any adaptation to exhibit in terms of auditory feedback for visually impaired users must be able to be 

turned off for those with sensory impairments/those who are neurodivergent. 
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o Recommended viewing height in order to be most accessible to all would be approximately 1100mm 

from floor level.  

 

3.4 Interactive Sandpit 

o Written in the brief: Interactive Sand Pit must be accessible for all heights, including anyone with 

mobility needs. To support the delivery of neurodiversity sessions it must be possible to deactivate any 

audible pay off. 

o Additional thoughts: Taking the above further, it is not unusual for wheelchair users and those of 

shorter stature to be able to see what is going on, but not be able to engage with it an exhibit, or make it 

work. Designers should therefore think about reach up to and into the exhibit. This might result in a dual 

height sandpit, or a sandpit with lowered housing at one end etc.  

o This exhibit is to be positioned in a darker area of the gallery, so consideration is needed around 

navigation and safety of visitors with visual impairments. Finding a fun, intriguing way of signposting via 

the floor/columns within the Wonderlab may be a possible solution, and this would be beneficial and 

exciting for non-disabled users too. It is recommended that explainers who are trained in guiding are 

also positioned here. 

o Consideration must be placed on the ease of understanding of how to use and interact with this exhibit 

for visitors, particularly those with visual, sensory and cognitive impairments. For example, if both the 

sand and housing have texture, this could be particularly beneficial for visually impaired and blind users, 

especially in such a dark environment where other fun/scientific/learning cues may be missed. 

Potentially, texture within all exhibits in the darkened area of the Wonderlab could create familiarity for 

visually impaired and blind visitors, and aid understanding of the tasks and learning objectives 

throughout. 

 

3.5 Build a Bridge 

o Written in the brief: All parts of the exhibit must be accessible for wheelchair users and children aged 

7+. The blocks used in London Wonderlab have a smooth surface and are relatively large and heavy. All 

users should be able to grip and manipulate the blocks –it may be necessary to consider use of textured 

surface to increase grip and sensory engagement. 

o Additional thoughts: This exhibit provides a great opportunity to create fun, colourful and contrasting 

building blocks and a train environment that helps to build comfort and confidence around the rail in 

general, which may be particularly beneficial to those with visual impairments and neurodivergent 

visitors. 

o Design of contoured surface to explicitly indicate and show designated building areas to prevent 

'cheating' the solution should also act as a visual/tactile instruction for those who require this. 

o Height created by the building blocks should be considered for use by wheelchair users and those who 

are of shorter stature, as well as weight of the blocks for those with limited dexterity and/or strength, and 

texture and use of colour contrast for those who are visually impaired. 

o The table height information in Section 4 of this document may be beneficial to designers, especially if 

this exhibit has the opportunity to provide dual height surfaces (for example, a lower table for bridge 

building over a river, and a higher table to build in a mountainous range). 

 

3.6 Spun Chairs 

o Written in the brief: May not be directly accessible for everyone so proposal must include 

considerations for those with mobility needs (possibly smaller versions for scaled interaction - played 

with hands?) Access implications of chosen mats or floor finish will need to be evaluated. 

o Additional thoughts: (please note - this is a personal thought). Unsure as to whether a smaller scaled 

spun chair for use with the hands will be effective in creating the same experience for a visitor with a 

mobility impairment.  

o Could a slightly more developed design solution make this exhibit more inclusive? For example, creating 

backrests on a small number of the chairs, and making hand grips more apparent and ergonomic for 

those with limited dexterity or grip. This will not just be beneficial for people with mobility impairments, 

but those with visual impairments, D/deaf visitors and those with other sensory impairments are all likely 

to struggle with their balance and find this exhibit disorientating. 

o Definite colour contrast between chairs, the walls and floor will be vital for safety.                         
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o If the visual of the chairs is colourful and interesting, this could also be enjoyed by onlookers.  

o Will have a further think about how wheelchair users could get involved. Some powerchair users, in 

particular, won't have the dexterity to mobilise a smaller scale chair with their hands. Another thought is 

that, rather than being advertised as an exhibit, the spun chairs just become a fun, explorative seating 

area, and there are only a small number of them. Wheelchair users who are unable to transfer or be lifted 

onto different seating will not be using any of the seating provided in Wonderlab regardless, and those 

who do have the balance and core strength to transfer could potentially utilise a spun chair with a 

backrest and developed hand grips. Further discussion will be required regarding the risk presented. 

 

3.7 Human Air Tunnel 

o Written in the brief: Human Air Tunnel must be accessible for all, so the volume needs to be large 

enough for a group of 3 people including wheelchair users, and taller individuals. Some users may prefer 

to experience the tunnel as a lower power level so it should be possible for visitors to vary the wind 

strength. 

o Additional thoughts: This is an exhibit in which users can be as passive or active as they choose. A 

powerchair user with very limited dexterity, for example, could still fully experience the Human Air 

Tunnel, with or without a shield or other equipment. In terms of accessibility, this is particularly valuable. 

o Shields and equipment that are available for use should be bright, bold, easy to identify, grip and use, 

and contrast with the enclosure of the tunnel. 

o It is possible that those wearing hearing aids or cochlear implants may find the wind levels 

uncomfortable and need to remove their aids before using the exhibit. Explainer awareness of this would 

be beneficial. 

o Step and barrier free access required for wheelchair users. A 1500mm turning circle should be available, 

as well as space for support workers/parents/companions to experience the exhibit simultaneously and 

aid in user experience. 

o There were discussions in previous meetings of the exhibit being inside a transparent/translucent 

container. Appropriate contrasting marks and signs (e.g. manifestation marks) must be used to ensure 

the safety of visually impaired users. 

o There was also discussion in previous meetings of users being able to 'see' the air, therefore meaning 

that the environment is likely to be dark. Considerations must be made in the design for visually 

impaired users, but also regarding the comfort of those with sensory or cognitive impairments in a 

darkened environment. Balance may also be hampered in the dark for those who are Deaf/hard of 

hearing. 

 

3.8 Conductive Wall 

o Written in the brief: Conductive Wall must be accessible for all, therefore some touch points need to be 

reachable from wheelchair height. Visitors need to intuitively know that they can interact with the wall. 

o Additional thoughts: Careful colour contrast will be vital here, as will the opportunity to include 

textured or tactile cues on the pieces to aid identification and use, but also scientific understanding. the 

exhibit becomes much more interesting for all if one piece is dotted, another is embossed, another is 

smooth and cold etc. It is understood that health and safety restrictions will have an impact on this. 

o Instructional elements may be necessary with this exhibit, and examples of the results that can be 

created may be useful to aid understanding from those who might need a bit more guidance. Any video 

must also be subtitled and have an auditory format. 

o Would it be possible to run same exhibit twice, at higher and lower levels? That way, wheelchair users 

can fully engage, as can 14 year olds vs 7 year olds. Reach would also need to be considered; wheelchair 

users and those of shorter stature would ideally need to get very close to the wall to be able to fully 

engage. 

 

3.9 Wheels on Track 

o Written in the brief: Track should be accessible from all heights. To support the delivery of 

neurodiversity sessions it must be possible to deactivate any audible pay off. 

o Additional thoughts: This is another exhibit that could be well set up for those who are powerchair 

users with very limited dexterity, especially if a parent/support worker helps to choose and put together 

elements, and user 'pushes' the train along the track. It is therefore important that the height of the track 
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and workstation, and the knee recesses provided at both, are carefully considered, as this will aid reach 

and overall experience. The table heights information in Section 4 of this document may be useful to 

designers. 

o Different components should be of contrasting, bold colours to aid identification and interest.  Any 

instructions should also be in easy read/icon format and visuals should have subtitles and audio 

elements. 

 

3.10 Friction Finder 

o Written in the brief: Exhibit should be accessible for all, and there should be enough space for all 

heights to see themselves on-screen. If seating is provided there should be space left for wheelchair 

users to access the area. 

o Additional thoughts: In a similar way to the Human Air Tunnel, the Friction Finder allows users to be as 

active or passive as they like, whilst still having an experience. This may be particularly beneficial to users 

with very limited dexterity who would not necessarily be able to engage with certain other exhibits. 

o Contrast of imaging and darker surroundings of exhibit both need to be considered for those with visual 

impairment to allow for full identification and engagement. 

o Audio availability and subtitles for any visual instruction are both vital, as is the ability for audio to be 

turned off for neurodivergent visitors. 

 

3.11 Play Revolution 

o Written in the brief: Artist will work with a Community Group to develop the exhibit, making sure it is 

accessible for visitors in wheelchairs and anyone with mobility needs, as well as creating a long lasting 

meaningful engagement with them. Perhaps stereotypically an area or activity where children with 

mobile or physical disabilities feel shut off from, or that the activity isn’t accommodating for them, we 

would like the exhibit designer to challenge this and actually develop the exhibit with a group of 

participants with disability needs.  

o The surface specified for the floor of the exhibit space should allow easy rolling for wheelchair users 

whilst still providing a slightly softened landing. It should be possible for some of the blocks to be easy 

for people in wheelchairs and children to lift and move ensuring equity of access to the overall 

experience 

o Additional thoughts: It is understood that Play Revolution is not to be a soft play area, and it is 

important that it is advertised as such so that it is not viewed as a sensory room, particularly if visitors are 

overstimulated.  If applicable, an NRM-wide sensory space should be signposted to within the 

Wonderlab. 

o The Play Revolution presents a great opportunity for stark, bold colour contrast to ease identification and 

play for those with visual impairments, as well as tactile blocks made from differing materials to give 

scientific or informative cues. 

o Weight and size of blocks, as well as ease of grip, should be considered for those with limited dexterity 

and balance. 

o Free play element of exhibit allows for structures of different accessible heights to be built, and this 

should be amplified by the differing size and shape of blocks available. 

o Any visual, video instructive elements should be subtitled, and any audio used should be controllable. 

o Consideration is needed for powerchair users with very limited movement to also be able to engage and 

have fun. It may be possible for larger floor or foundation blocks to be pushed along into place by 

powerchair users, for example.  

o Softer flooring is likely to present huge movement issues for wheelchair users and those with mobility 

aids or who have difficulty with balance. Jigsaw tiles that have spring but still keep their shape may be a 

potential option. 

 

3.12 Hydrogen Rocket 

o Written in the brief: People in wheelchairs must have good sightlines to see the rocket and use the 

wheels to interact with the exhibit. 

o Additional thoughts: Considerations should be made in the design of the handle for those with limited 

dexterity. It should be large enough to easily grasp, and give very little resistance when actioned. 
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o Wheelchair users would need to be able to get close to wheel to be able to turn it without over-reaching. 

The exhibit may therefore need to be placed onto a table or stand with appropriate knee recesses. 

o If children are unable to turn the wheel independently, might it be possible to also have a 'launch button' 

to press that enables inclusivity for those with very limited dexterity? 

o Bold, contrasting colours of the wheel, handle, platform and rocket are vital to ensure identification and 

engagement for visually impaired visitors. 

o Any instructions or content should be written in easy read, large print format with accompanying icons. 

o Explosive, unpredictable sounds may be frightening or promote overstimulation for those with sensory 

or cognitive impairments, and should be signposted if necessary, with the ability to be controlled or 

turned off. It has been discussed that noise from the Hydrogen Rocket may not be able to be controlled, 

and this poses further concern in terms of access and inclusion for all at Wonderlab. 

 

3.13 Ready Aim Angle 

o Written in the brief: Exhibit must be accessible from standing and sitting height and methods of control 

should be accessible to visitors will low manual dexterity. 

o Additional thoughts: This is a very active and engaged exhibit, and the fast moving nature may make 

visuals difficult for those who have a visual impairment. Those with limited dexterity may also struggle to 

keep up. 

o It is important that inclusive design does not hinder the experience of non-disabled visitors. Therefore, 

might it be possible to have a faster/slower setting on the table, so that visitors have the autonomy to 

choose? Equally, might it be possible for visitors to choose between larger and smaller strikers and pucks 

in order to ensure access for younger and disabled children, whilst still challenging older visitors? 

o Bold, colour contrast will be needed between individual equipment elements, and the table itself. 

o Mathematical instructions need to be in large print, easy read format with accompanying icons, or 

danger of becoming 'just air hockey'. 

o Designers may benefit from the accessible table height notes in Section 4 of this document. 

 

3.14 Maths Puzzles 

o Written in the brief: Purposefully peaceful area. Puzzles on individual tables with individual instructions. 

All parts of the exhibit must be accessible for wheelchair users and children aged 7+. All users should be 

able to grip and manipulate the puzzle components. 

o Additional thoughts: Any rules, instructions or challenges should be in large print, easy read formats 

with accompanying icons or pictures of potential results to aid understanding and excite users.  

o Designers may find the table height information in Section 4 of this document useful. All tables should 

provide appropriate knee recesses, and lower tables may be used for younger visitors. 

o Puzzle pieces should provide bold, colour contrast to allow visually impaired users to engage. Tactile 

surfaces, or braille on the pieces could also give blind users instructional cues. 

o Some users will not have the dexterity to complete table puzzles. Might there be an opportunity for a 

larger, more inclusive maths puzzle that is solved once a user is positioned correctly within it? This would 

allow a powerchair user to be fully involved with the exercise. Equally, a puzzle that requires yes/no 

answers to be solved (be that by pointing/nodding/blinking/thumbs up or down) may also be a 

potentially inclusive design solution. 

o Interesting to discuss how this area will be advertised. Will this be the place for users to have some 'time 

out' if things are too much, or they are overstimulated? Or will a dedicated NRM space be used for this? 

 

3.15 Energy Floor 

o Written in the brief: Floor must be accessible for all visitors to use including wheelchair users. Proposals 

that include more than one area of energy floor are preferred and ideally at least 2 users to be able to 

use each area of energy floor simultaneously to encourage collaboration. 

o Additional thoughts: This exhibit promotes ease of inclusion as users of any ability will be able to 

engage, collaborate and help drive potential result/success just by moving in the way that they usually 

do.  

o Consideration to be given to visual/audio factors. When will visually impaired users know they have 

stepped onto energy floor? Slight concern that sudden noise/lights may frighten or cause feelings of 

discomfort if user not prepared for it beforehand. 
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o Bold/contrasting colours should be used at every opportunity, to build excitement but also portray 

scientific results. 

o Spatially, it might be beneficial to users to have seating nearby, and use this as a space to rest/relax after 

use. 

o Any visual display provided of steps taken/energy created etc will help to build collaboration and 

understanding. This should be in large text and an easy read format, with the text and background 

having 70 LRV points between them. Audio and/or vibrational cues should also be considered for blind 

users (e.g. a certain noise or vibration with each increment of 100 points earned etc). 

 

3.16 Flight Test 

o Written in the brief: Air table must be at an accessible height for wheelchair users. Proposals should 

consider the possibility of integrating a step into the exhibit housing for smaller children. The making 

area must be clutter free and be at a height for all to use. 

o Additional thoughts: Similar challenges may be presented with the vertical air 'shoot' as with the air 

tubes exhibit. Visually, shoot needs to be clear to allow bold objects to be seen. Perhaps adding rings 

within the shoot that would light up depending on the level/height users managed to get their element 

to, to measure achievement, would help with identification for those with visual or sensory impairments. 

o 1500mm turning circle will be required between flight test exhibit and back wall workstation. 

o Workstation will also have to be the correct height and provide knee recesses of the correct height and 

depth - please refer to Section 4 of this document. Might it be possible to create a dual height 

workstation for the two exhibits that require it? 

o Consideration should be given to the sound levels of the air stream being continuously on for those with 

sensory impairments. 

o The ability to view and feel a choice of products should also be considered. For example, white paper 

may not be the best material to use for visually impaired visitors. Bold, contrasting colours should be 

available, as should tactile materials and making equipment. 

o Sightlines must be considered for visitors to watch each other fly their objects - especially if a 

competition is created between visitors! 

 

3.17 Ferrofluid 

o Written in the brief: People in wheelchairs must have good sightlines to see the ferrofluid and use the 

wheels to interact with the exhibit. Proposals should consider how a more accessible control interface 

could be developed to enhance the experience for all users. We would like to explore whether a subtle 

auditory effect (related to its form) can be emitted as the ferrofluid moves to support enhanced 

engagement for visitors with visual impairments. 

o Additional thoughts: This is mainly a visual exhibit, so colour contrast must be bold and obvious, with 

plenty of definition created for visually impaired users and onlookers.  

o Height of controls/magnets must be accessible to both seated and standing users. 

o Auditory effect mentioned - as long as this is not sudden or shocking, like a loud bang. Audio that 

perhaps complements changes in colour or movement would provide a more inclusive experience.  

o Might elements of vibration be possible to enable blind users to engage?  

o Another aspirational inclusive adaptation would be to create an example of 'spiky' ferrofluid in a tactile 

map format. If the design ends up being a similar, spiky cone shape to other ferrofluid examples, this 

should not be too difficult to clean. 

o Sightlines must be considered for all users, especially as this is going to be an eye-catching exhibit that 

encourages crowds. 

o Controls that require minimal dexterity (e.g. buttons to press rather than levers to lift or cogs to wind) 

would present a more inclusive opportunity for all.  The size and colour of these controls should also be 

considered - the larger surface area, the less precise a user needs to be in terms of dexterity. 

o Is the visual going to explain a scientific phenomenon? If so, how this is done must be considered (e.g. 

icons, easy read, large print content). 

 

3.18 Big Machine 

o Written in the brief: Exhibit should consider using sound for audible pay offs, or heightening the 

sounds that the machines make. Exhibit should be useable by visitors will low manual dexterity. 
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o Additional thoughts: All users should be able to move through the installation with ease. Aisle widths of 

1800mm are recommended in BS8300 to allow two wheelchair users to pass one another. 

o Big Machine network is likely to be controlled by different elements (knobs, buttons, levers, wheels, 

pulleys etc). And collaboration between visitors is encouraged. Therefore, consideration should be given 

to placing elements that require lesser dexterity close to elements that require greater dexterity for 

movement.  In this way, both parties have an equal effect on the outcome, regardless of ability. 

o Differing elements or components should also be identifiable via different colour codes. In this way, 

visually impaired users won't just be able to engage with the exhibit, but will also benefit from added 

scientific cues. 

o Any instruction or challenge should be presented in varying formats, including easy read, large print, 

icons, etc. Any visual information must be subtitled. 

o The balls may be very fast moving within the Big Machine, and there is a chance of movement being 

missed by those with a visual impairment. Audio and/or vibrational cues should be considered. 

o Sudden, shocking sounds to be avoided to not alarm those with sensory impairments. Audio cues to 

have the ability to be turned off. 

 

3.19 Arch Bridge 

o Written in the brief: All parts of the exhibit must be accessible for wheelchair users and easily accessed 

by children aged 7+. Visitors must be able to build and collaborate while seated and using mobility aids. 

The completed Arch Bridge must be tall enough for wheelchair users to go under. Blocks must have a 

surface that allows for grip and manoeuvre, but practically allows for easy clean. 

o Additional thoughts: The collaborative element of building then testing in this exhibit can absolutely 

lend to its inclusivity; whilst those with limited dexterity may not be able to help build certain parts, they 

should still be able to move under the finished bridge to test it. Appropriate heights and widths for 

wheelchair users and those with other mobility equipment to be able to move/walk under the exhibit 

should therefore be considered.  

o Blocks should have exciting colour contrast to their surroundings, and any numbers or information on 

them should be embossed or available in braille form (cleaning ability must also be considered, 

especially from a COVID point of view). 

o The weight and size of the blocks should also be a design consideration. Perhaps powerchair users, in 

particular, could move larger, foundational blocks into place with their chairs? Ease of grip should also be 

promoted in the design. 

 

3.20 Marble Run 

o Written in the brief: People in wheelchairs and children must be able to retrieve the pieces of the run 

but interaction can also happen at different levels for different users. All users should be able to grip and 

manipulate the components. If magnetic fixings are used they should balance strength for functionality 

without being so strong to increase injury risks. 

o Additional thoughts: Appropriate height and reach considerations should be made for wheelchair users 

and those of shorter stature. 

o Differentiation in colour and texture of piping/troughs/joints/levers and other elements should be 

considered to ease identification and use for visually impaired visitors - clear elements will not enable 

this. 

o Mechanisms (particularly wheels and screws) that are too small or 'fiddley' will not be inclusive to those 

with limited dexterity.  Perhaps there will be numerous journeys that the marble could go on in order to 

get to its destination, and some of those journeys could utilise components with larger mechanisms that 

require a lesser dexterity? 

o Specific challenges - like getting the ball to a certain destination, making it go faster or slower, or making 

it 'jump' between components - should be explained via easy read methods. This should include icons, 

large print, braille, and subtitled short videos, if applicable. 

 

3.21 Air Tubes 

o Written in the brief: Projectile storage and entry points must be at an accessible height for wheelchair 

users. Some direction controls should be at accessible height for wheelchair users and be suitable for 

visitors with reduced manual dexterity. 
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o Additional thoughts: The use of clear tubes to represent the network could be visually problematic, 

especially with fast moving scarves. But, it is understood that the exhibit will need to have transparency 

so that handkerchiefs can be seen. Contrasting elements must be considered wherever possible, along 

with audio and/or vibrational elements that could help visually impaired or blind users to identify where 

their scarf is. 

o Heights and levels of junctions (for sightlines and reach), and the usability of 'switches' to change the 

network must be considered for wheelchair users, those of shorter stature and those with limited 

dexterity. 

o Might there be an option for the exhibit to have a default 'open' setting where scarves move through at 

least a part of the network successfully without the need for manipulation of switches? This would allow 

use of the exhibit, and 'wow' factor would remain, for those who are unable to utilise certain switches. 

o Might it be possible to 'feel' or 'hear' the air as the scarf goes through the network? 

 

3.22 Circuits 

o Written in the brief: Exhibit must be accessible from standing and sitting height so it is open for all. 

Exhibit should be useable by visitors will reduced manual dexterity. 

o Additional thoughts: Height, but also width, of circuit tables is important to consider; if each circuit 

table is to accommodate 1-2 visitors, wheelchair users having space to turn and share is vital. Knee recess 

height and depth will also be needed - please refer to the table height information in Section 4 of this 

document. 

o Differing and contrasting colour codes should be considered within circuit components for visually 

impaired visitors. This will not only promote identification, but could also give learning/scientific cues to 

users.  

o Consideration should be given to components lighting up, vibrating and/or sounding when a circuit has 

successfully been created,  

o The 6 challenges will need to be explained inclusively: via icons, large print, easy read, braille etc. 

o Small components may equal a dexterity issue. Might it be possible for at least one of the circuits to be 

larger with big, high contrasting components, and numerous challenges available within this one space? 

o Is there an opportunity for this to be a slightly quieter/less crowded activity; thoughtful placement to 

promote focus, and also for those prone to overstimulation? 

 

3.23 Air Flow 

o Written in the brief:  The exhibit housing and location should enable clear sightlines from two opposing 

sides. Proposals should consider the addition of moving air escaping from the housing to support 

visually impaired visitors’ engagement with the activity. Variable air controls must be useable for seated 

and standing visitors with varying manual dexterity. 

o Additional thoughts: As this is mainly a visual exhibit, high contrast will be needed so that visually 

impaired visitors can access it. This may involve the 'feel' of moving air for blind visitors, as mentioned in 

the brief, but could also involve vibration and/or audio (as long as not shocking or sudden for other 

visitors). For visitors who are able to identify certain elements, bold, bright colours could be used against 

a dark background to support the movement of air. Perhaps the number of colourful lines could 

represent the strength of the air, or something similar?   

o Instructions and purpose of exhibit should be explained via easy read methods, and this should include 

icons, large print, braille, and a subtitled short video, if applicable. 

o The exhibit height should be considered in terms of sightlines and use by seated and standing visitors. A 

knee recess underneath the exhibit could also be useful to aid use of controls and/or see detail of air. 

Please refer to table height and knee recess information in Section 4 of this document. 

 

3.24 KAPLA 

o Written in the brief: Multiple heights of building area should be available to visitors. Integrated 

interpretation on the surfaces should be tactile to support partially sighted visitors with their 

engagement. 

o Additional thoughts: An inclusive element of KAPLA blocks is that they don't require any other tools for 

successful use.  Tactile boards to build structures on would be useful for visually impaired visitors, and 

strong colour contrast between blocks and surfaces is vital for effective engagement. 
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o Examples of builds to show visitors and help with understanding may be useful, and should be 

accompanied by large print/easy read instructions of how to make certain models. 

o This quiet area exhibit will be useful to those who are prone to overstimulation, as well as potentially 

those who are Deaf/hard of hearing and need a visual break. 

o KAPLA blocks are relatively small and thin, so consideration should be given to those with limited 

dexterity or grip. Examples of easier models to build to start with may be appreciated. 

o The table height and knee recess information in Section 4 of this document may be useful for the varying 

heights planned for this exhibit. 

 

3.25 Gears 

o Written in the brief: Must be accessible for all heights, including wheelchair users. It should be possible 

to turn down volume or turn off sounds completely to support the delivery of neurodiversity sessions. 

o Additional thoughts: The table height and width, and knee recess height and depth available within this 

exhibit should all be considered for wheelchair users. Further information is available in Section 4 of this 

document. 

o Visual instructions (e.g. video) must be subtitled to be accessible to D/deaf visitors.  

o Perhaps audio elements could be played through headphones. This would add to the musical element of 

this exhibit, whilst also supporting those who do not wish to listen to sound in refraining from doing so. 

o An inclusive visual element that represents successful and unsuccessful use of the gears should also be 

considered, particularly for those who cannot or choose not to access audio elements of the exhibit. 

Could this perhaps be a smooth or jarring visual to complement the audio? 

o Colour contrast between gears, surfaces and also differing elements on screen is vital for those with 

visual impairments. 

o Controls need to be big, obvious and able to be utilised by those with limited dexterity. 
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4 Other Areas for Consideration 

Below is some initial accessibility guidance regarding general features and factors of the Wonderlab. Please note, 

there are also access and inclusion requirements related to more specific installations, such as the Wonderlab 

entrance desk, signage within the Wonderlab, the briefing and showing spaces, and toilets provided. As more 

discussion is to be had around these features with the design team, and we are therefore yet to develop further 

knowledge surrounding these areas, guidance on these features will be present in later access statements. 

 

4.1 Horizontal Circulation 

To allow wheelchair using visitors to pass one another within the Wonderlab, aisles and corridors should provide a 

minimum of 1800mm clear width. Surface finishes should be carefully chosen. For example, patterned, striped 

flooring could be mistaken for steps, and shiny/reflective floors and walls could mislead and cause confusion. Both 

should be avoided. All floors should provide a slip-resistant surface. 

 

Please note: as the Wonderlab site is to be on one level, and step-free access is to be promoted throughout, 

vertical circulation is not currently considered as an area for consideration. 

 

4.2 Table Heights and Optimal Viewing Heights 

Where only one tabletop or work surface height can be used for exhibits, it is recommended that this is 

approximately 760mm height from floor level, and has a minimum knee recess of 700mm, in line with BS 8300-2. 

Tables and work surfaces should be open underneath, where possible, to allow wheelchair users to push fully 

underneath the table.  Where this is not possible, a minimum knee recess of 400mm depth should be provided. A 

worksurface of 760mm is suitable for children 7-14 years of age to interact with exhibits (According to the British 

Council Museum Display Guidelines, the average eye height of 5-12 year olds is 1010-1475mm). Furthermore, it 

allows wheelchair using adults to interact with the exhibit alongside their children, should their children require 

assistance. It is worth noting that wheelchair heights for older children are similar to adult wheelchair heights, 

younger disabled children may be using pushchairs rather than wheelchairs, and many powerchairs are also 

height adjustable. 

 

Should it be possible to create dual height displays and interactions at some of the Wonderlab exhibits, BSEN1729 

recommends a table height of 640mm for seated 8-11 year olds. Adequate sightlines will again be provided for 

younger or smaller standing children, and wheelchair using younger children will have a further opportunity to 

fully engage with exhibits.  

 

4.3 Seating 

In accordance with BS8300-2, seating - that contrasts visually with the surrounding surfaces - should be provided 

at intervals of not more than 50m throughout the National Railway Museum estate, including within the 

Wonderlab. Seating should be positioned so that it does not reduce aisle widths or circulation space, and 

1200mm of space for wheelchair users should be available at both ends of the seating rows, with the design of 

seats allowing transfer, should this be required. Leaving space at both ends of the seating rows enables wheelchair 

users to transfer from the right or left side, whichever is easiest and most comfortable for them.  

 

Within spectator seating, the recommended space for a wheelchair user who is staying in their wheelchair is 

900mm wide x 1400mm deep. If a wheelchair user needs to pass in front of other wheelchair users or seated 

people in order to get to their space, unobstructed access of 900mm minimum should be provided to allow them 

to navigate past other visitors with ease and manoeuvre into their space. 

 

If a seat is too high or too low, or does not provide the correct back or arm support, it can be difficult or even 

impossible to use for an ambulant disabled visitor or provide a particularly uncomfortable experience. It is 

therefore vital that a mixture of seating is provided throughout Wonderlab, and the National Railway Museum 

estate.  

Seats should vary in height, and be available at 380mm, 480mm and 580mm from floor level. This variation 

provides seating for those of shorter stature, wheelchair users who wish to transfer laterally, and those who 

require a higher seat to be able to transfer in and out of comfortably and successfully. Where only one seat is 

provided, this should be between 450 and 480mm in height. Single seats in isolation, and 50% of general 
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Wonderlab seating, should provide backrests of at least 300mm in height from seat level, and visually contrasting 

armrests at a height of 200mm from seat level that cover at least 80% of the depth of the seat. 

 

4.4 Lighting 

Good quality lighting is not just vital to ensure correct navigation and identification for all visitors throughout the 

museum; it hold particular importance for those who are partially sighted and need to avoid misleading glare or 

darker spaces that may negatively impact their experience, neurodivergent visitors who may rely on the calming 

factors of certain lighting, and those who are Deaf or hard of hearing and require good levels of illumination for 

effective lip reading and signing. 

 

Where artificial lighting is provided, it should be done so as to avoid any perception of flicker, and to give good 

colour rendering of all surfaces to promote the effectiveness of light reflectance value differentials (LRVs). The 

prominent use of particularly strong colours within lighting should be controlled throughout the Wonderlab 

environment, as this could lead to sensory overload for some museum visitors. Both glare and shadows can be 

misleading, confusion and even dangerous for some disabled visitors, and should always be avoided. An even 

illuminance across a space or room is preferred. Uplighters with a light source at floor or low level should be 

avoided as they can cause glare and obscure vision. 

 

Good illumination for lip reading will be of particular importance within the Wonderlab briefing and show spaces, 

as well as the STEM Bar. Here, the lighting should ensure that the faces of all those engaged in the 

communication process are illuminated. 

 

General lighting in corridors that receive no daylight should be designed to achieve and illuminance at floor level 

of at least 100 lux. It should be even, diffused and without reflection, glare or shadows. Worksurfaces should be lit 

to a minimum of 200lux. 

 

4.5 LRVs 

Light Reflectance Values, or LRVs, are vital for visitors with additional requirements to be able to visually identify a 

difference between one surface or element of a building and another. 

 

o All internal doors, and the surface of their leading edge, should contrast with their surrounding walls and 

floor finishes, achieving a difference of at least 30 points in LRV 

o Door opening furniture should contrast with the door surface it is on, achieving a difference of at least 15 

points in LRV 

o The LRV of a wall should be 30 points different from that of the ceiling and of the floor. Skirtings should 

have the same LRV as the wall, except where coved skirtings are used. In the case of coved skirtings, they 

should have the same LRV as the floor and extend not more than 100mm above finished floor level. 

o On signage, a difference in LRV of 70 points between the letters, symbols or pictograms and the 

signboard, and between the signboard and the background, will ensure good visual contrast. 

o A general rule of thumb is that, in order to provide considerable confidence in contrast, and therefore 

identification and navigation for users around the Wonderlab exhibits, furniture and features, objects and 

their surroundings (and contrasting features on exhibits themselves) should have a difference of at least 

30 points in LRV. Where the lighting levels on surfaces are 200lux or more, and LRV points difference of 

20 may be acceptable. 

 

 

4.6 Materials and Acoustics 

The use of hard materials that reflect sound and create noisy, reverberant environments should be considered and 

managed wherever possible to avoid the creation of an environment in which deaf or hard of hearing visitors 

struggle to understand what is being said, those who are blind or partially sighted are unable to adequately define 

the character and quality of reflected sounds, and visitors who are neurodivergent or have sensory processing 

difficulties experience sensory overload due to the noise levels and rates they are engaged with. 
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In accordance with BS8300-2, ceiling, wall and floor materials should contribute to an acoustic environment that 

aids orientation and enables audible information to be clearly heard. The recommendations for acoustic design in 

BS8233 should be followed in order to choose an appropriate acoustic absorbency for each surface. 
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5 Conclusions 

In terms of access and inclusion, the current Wonderlab exhibits are looking particularly promising in their ability 

to deliver fun, educational experiences that are open to all.  We are aware that there is still some concern 

surrounding the accessibility of the Spun Chairs exhibit, to which we would recommend that, if this exhibit is to 

appear in the Wonderlab, it should be as one seating option of many rather than a stand-alone exhibit. As access 

consultants, we still also have concerns regarding the unpredictable and loud noise that the Hydrogen Rocket 

exhibit brings, and have shared this concern with the design team and the client.  

The sheer mixture of exhibits, including quieter puzzle areas and exhibits that allow for collaboration between 

more and less able young people, means that everyone, no matter their preference or ability, should be able to 

find an exhibit to engage with at the Wonderlab. The availability of exhibits such as the Energy Floor and Human 

Air Tunnel, that allow for more passive engagement, will be of particular benefit to visitors with very limited 

dexterity. 

 

We would be keen to now develop our knowledge around more specific features of the Wonderlab, such as the 

entrance desk and proposed briefing and showing spaces, and engage with other members of the Wonderlab 

design team, such as lighting consultants, to support the wider look and feel of the Wonderlab and ensure access 

and inclusion is inherent within this. It would also be useful to have further information, when available, on the 

proposed use of, and design around, the existing pits and tracks within the Wonderlab, in order to assess what 

impact this is going to have on the experience of visitors with mobility and visual impairments. 

 

As noted above, it is vital that disabled visitors not only have the opportunity to engage with exhibits, but to also 

get to them with ease via adequately wide aisles and corridors, for example, and are able to rest when needed by 

using inclusively designed seating. Similarly, disabled staff must be able to utilise accessible briefing and showing 

spaces that cater to their requirements and enable them to carry out their jobs with equity to their peers. 
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